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with Jabra sound solutions
 

Jabra Sound Solutions and Unify Circuit                                              Information leaflet

Why Jabra and Unify? 
The benefits of Jabra sound solutions 

 
• Intuitive user interface
• Plug&Play compatibility
• Precise and authentic sound
• Wearability of Jabra solutions enables the user to be  
 more relaxed while speaking on the phone and work  
 more comfortably
• Precise audio quality leads to less misunderstandings  
 and return questions. Calls can focus more on results
• Call control: users can control their calls directly  
 from their headsets
• Jabra is a longterm partner of Unify Premier Technology

With Unify‘s cloud solution Circuit, teams can collaborate  
effectively across disciplines - and independent of their locations. 

Circuit makes voice, HD-video, messaging as well as screen-  
and file sharing accessible via a single, central interface, thereby 
enabling natural user experiences. The platform is uniquely suited 
for the demanding requirements of mobile workers: They need 
to rely on high-quality and dependable collaboration solutions as 
well as audio endpoint devices which need to be perfectly attuned 
to the software. 

Flawless sound solutions for a unique user experience
Circuit is even more productive when matched with the right end-
point device. For when conversations are precise and authentic, 
users are able to receive an immediate experience of the complete 
range of Circuit‘s functions. As a sound expert, Jabra knows what 
is vital for great conversations: impeccable audio quality. Apart 
from that, solutions should be easy to operate, effortless to merge 
with Circuit‘s infrastructure and offer a unique user experience. 
Wireless devices offer an even greater mobility. 

Optimized for Unify Circuit
As the first professional headset manufacturer, Jabra can offer 
 a comprehensive portfolio of solutions: Jabra solutions are 
optimized and certified for Unify Circuit and can be seamlessly 
merged with the interface of the WebRTC-based collaboration 
cloud solution. Unify Circuits also supports integrated call  
control for a wide range of Jabra sound solutions. 

“The new way to work demands professional audio quality 
in every environment and needs intuitive context of 
communications and team work surrounding chat and 
documents. We have therefore customized Jabra headsets 
and speakers to work perfectly with Circuit – independent 
from whether you are at your office or en route with your 
smartphone.” 

Dr. Stefan Ried, CTO Unify 



Optimize your Unify Circuit cloud solution with Jabra headsets and speakerphones 

For more information on Jabra solutions, please contact your Jabra representative 
or visit www.jabra.com.de/unify

Choose the right headset
or speakerphone 
for your work environment 

 

Jabra is a Unify Premier Technology Partner
 Jabra has a long-term partnership with Unify. As a premier technology partner Jabra and Unify collaborate 
closely together to provide users with high-quality audio endpoints. Jabra sound solutions complete Unify´s 
communication solutions and enable a better user experience.

At office desk Around the office On the go

Work 
environ-
ment

You spend most of your time in the office, 
at the desk and on the phone.

You spend more time in the office 
 than on the road but you need freedom 

in the office to perform.

You spend more time on the move and you  
need to be able to work from anywhere.

Best 
solution

Jabra 
Biz 2400 II USB* 

Mono:  
2496-829-209

Duo:  
2499-829-209

Jabra  
Speak 810 UC

7810-209

Jabra  
Evolve 80 UC

Stereo: 
7899-829-209

Jabra 
Pro 9470/9465

9465 Duo:  
9465-29-804-101

9470 Mono:  
9470-26-904-101

Jabra 
Pro 9460

Mono:  
9460-25-707-101

Duo:  
9460-29-707-101

Jabra  
Evolve 80 UC

Stereo: 
7899-829-209

Jabra  
Evolve 80 UC

Stereo: 
7899-829-209

Better 
solution

Jabra  
Biz 2300 USB

Mono:  
2393-829-109

Duo:  
2399-829-109

Jabra  
Speak 410 UC

7410-209

Jabra  
Evolve 40 UC

 
Mono:  

6393-829-209
Stereo:  

6399-829-209

Jabra  
Pro 9450

Mono: 
9450-25-507-101

Jabra 
Pro 9450 Flex

Mono:  
9450-25-707-101

Duo:  
9450-29-707-101

Jabra  
Evolve 40 UC

 
Mono:  

6393-829-209
Stereo:  

6399-829-209

Jabra  
Motion UC/+

UC:  
6630-900-140

UC+:  
6640-906-140

Jabra  
Speak 510 UC/+

UC:  
7510-209 

UC+:  
7510-409

Jabra  
Evolve 65 UC

 
Mono:  

6593-829-409
Stereo:  

6599-829-409

Good 
solution

Jabra  
Dial 550

7550-09

Jabra  
Evolve 30 UC

 
Mono: 

5393-829-309
Stereo: 

5399-829-309

Jabra  
Pro 930

Mono: 
930-25-509-101

Duo: 
930-29-509-101

Jabra
Stealth UC

5578-230-110
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* Jabra Biz 2400 II - different models available/Contact Center version


